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	Computer-aided design (CAD) uses computer systems to assist in the creation, modification, and analysis of a design. DraftSight is a 2D computer-aided design (CAD) software application. DraftSight includes all the main tools to draft with precision, and it works with DWG files, the most popular CAD file type. It runs on a wide variety of operating systems, including Windows, Mac, and Linux.


	Getting Started with DraftSight addresses all the main phases for executing and printing a mechanical project. These concepts and commands can easily be applied to other areas. Beginning with the very basic concepts, and going through all the necessary drawing steps, you will finish by printing a full scale mechanical drawing. The illustrative examples will help you understand the design process and teach you how to utilize DraftSight features in your mechanical design projects.


	You will start with an overview of the mechanical design process, which will help you understand the different commands, tools, and tasks involved in DraftSight projects. You will then proceed to executing all the phases of the design process. This includes setting up a drawing, drawing and editing with precision, organizing with layers, and finally obtaining valid information from the drawing. Furthermore, you will also learn to apply fills, patterns, and dimensions, and the process of defining and printing sheets.


	With "GettingStarted with DraftSight" you will learn how to specify and document parts and print drawings with the help of DraftSight. Towards the end of this book you will be introduced to some advanced concepts like additional layer commands, and methods to reference other drawings or images, which can be very useful when dealing with complex projects.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Download and get started with DraftSight
	
		Create drawing entities with precision
	
		Structure projects and follow standards
	
		Build simple and complex projects
	
		Create and apply components (blocks)
	
		Apply fills and regular patterns
	
		Dimension mechanical drawings
	
		Define printing sheets and print efficiently
	
		Reference other drawings and images



	Approach


	Packed with illustrations and step-by-step guidelines, this book will serve as a guide for DraftSight and get you up and running with it!


	Who this book is written for


	Getting Started with DraftSight is for anyone who wants to create accurate 2D drawings in the DWG file format. It is also a great resource for architectural, engineering, or design professionals and students. The reader needs to have basic knowledge of CAD.
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Developing Software for Symbian OS : An Introduction to Creating Smartphone Applications in C++ (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
By the end of March 2005, shipments of Symbian OS phones exceeded
an average of two million per month, and cumulative shipments since
Symbian’s formation reached 32 million phones. Also at that time, there
were more than 4500 commercially available, third-party applications for
Symbian OS phones. Year on year, phone...
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Building Application Servers (SIGS: Advances in Object Technology)Cambridge University Press, 2000


	You've read everything you can find about middleware, CORBA, transaction

	monitors, message brokers, enterprise JavaBeans, and other distributed

	technologies. Now it's time to put them to work. Time to build

	your company's first multi-tiered application. But where do you start?

	How do you structure the programs? How...
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SQL Server 2012 with PowerShell V3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	PowerShell is Microsoft's new command-line shell and scripting language that promises to simplify automation and integration across different Microsoft applications and components. Database professionals can leverage PowerShell by utilizing its numerous built-in cmdlets, or using any of the readily available .NET classes, to automate...
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Novell's GroupWise 6.5 User's HandbookNovell Press, 2003
GroupWise allows corporate users to manage documents, share calendars, and control project workflow across network operating systems, including Novell NetWare, Windows NT, and Windows 2000.

          Novell's GroupWise 6.5 User's Handbook helps users use the features of...
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IT Disaster Recovery Planning For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Create a safety net while you work out your major plan    

    Identify critical IT systems, develop a long-range strategy, and train your people    

    Some disasters get coverage on CNN — some just create headaches for the affected organization. The right plan will get your business back...
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JavaScript Programmer's Reference (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Learn everything about utilizing the JavaScript language with the next generation of Rich Internet Applications from the accessible information in JavaScript Programmer’s Reference, both a tutorial and a reference guide for web developers. Master methods for using Java with applications like Microsoft’s Silverlight, Ajax, Flex,...
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